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CALM's Esperance wildlife officer
Bernie Haberley, already familiar with
the islands and the habits of the geese,
followed up John Dell's report by
conducting a boat-based suruey in
February 1992. He surveyed 56 islands,
findingatotal of232 geese on 38 ofthem,
and on one mainland site. He also noted
that island vegetation was recovering
from the drought of 1990-91.

NEED FORA SURVEY
Bernie's data and observations

somewhat allayed the concerns raised
after the 1991 survey. However, goose
numbers seemed dangerously low and a
proper census was needed to clari!
whetier or not conservation action was
required. His survey showed that counting
geese from a boat was time-consuming

and difficult. It is hard to sieht the geese
from a boat, often tossing in rough seas,
and landing on most of the islands is far
from easy. Bernie had to swim ashore to
most of the larger islands he surveyed
because the geese were often hidden by
the terrain or vegetation.

Counting geese from a light plane was
also considered inefficienl as the birds
are often difficult to see from a fast-moving
aircraft with poor manoeuwability. Their
grey camouflage blends into the somewhat
drab colours of rocks, grass and shrubs. A
helicopter-based survey was considered
the only real option for obtaining an
accurate census.

The Commonwealth Government's
Endangered Species Program provided
CAIM with the funds to carry out the
survey. InApril thisyear, wildlife research

staff began working in Esperance with
Bernie on the first comprehensive count
ofthe subspecies. Usinga BellJet Ranger
chartered from a Perth company, West
Coast Helicopters, the team was able to
survey thewhole archipelago in less than
three days. Not only geesewere counted;
Australian sea Iions and New Zealand lur
seals resting or breeding on the islands
were also recorded, and numbers of sooty
oystercatchers, a rare though not
threatened species, were noted.

The month of April was chosen for
two r€asons. First, and more importantly,
it was considered that most geesewould
have returned to the islands, migrating
from the mainland. Second, theweather
during April is usually fine and calm,
making conditions ideal for flying, and
providing good visibility.

I landing on most islands from a boat
I is difficult and hazardous. Censussing
I geese from boats is time-consuming
and it is not possible to locate all the
birds.
Photo - Ji lrchman

I Counting geese from a helicopter is
I the only efficient method of obtaining
f a comolete census-
Photo - Andrcw Burbidge

lBelow: Tbe prominent green-yellow cere.
I which covers most of th€ bill, and the pale
I crown to the head contrast with generally
grey plumage.
Photo - Ji l,ochman
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Survey routes for each day were
plotted onto a map and flying times
calculated to ensure they fell within the
range ofthe helicopter. Then,with three
observers, the flight got under way. 0n
arrivingatan island, the pilot slowed the
helicopter to about 40 to 50 knots (70 to
90 kilometres per hour) and descended
to about 15 to 20 metres above the sea.
Hethen flew aroundthe islandabove the
shoreline. With most smaller islands, he
flew upwind over the centre of the island
so any geese on the top ofthe island could
besighted. For largerislands, exhacircuits
were made inland from the coast, so that
all of the island could be viewed. All geese
and seal counts were recorded on hand-
held tape recorders and tanscribed to
note book that evening.

While planning the survey, one
concern was that the geese might be
frightened by a low-flying, noisy helicopter
and would scatter. Not only might this
have prevented us from seeing all the
geese (we thought they mighthideunder
shrubs), but it might also have
unnecessarily stressed the birds.

Once we started work we found our
fears were totally unfounded. Cape Barren
geese appear to be completely unafraid of
helicopters! They simply stood there and
watched us fly past, often only 20 or 30
metres away, sometimes walking away
from the direction of our approach and
only very nrely taking to the wing. In
contrast, when we landed on an island and
walked towards the birds, they usually
flew away before we were within 50 meftes
of them.

It was clear that most geese had left
the mainland for the islands, because
when we examined some mainland

haunts around Esperance from the
hel icopter ,  no geese were seen,
Nevertheless, we conducted a survey of
all mainland beaches and some inland
areas from a light aircraft . We also asked
the public to report any geese sighted on
the mainland during the week of our
survey.

NUMBERS REVEALBD
While examining all islands and rock

in the Archipelago ofthe Recherche, we
also surveyed a few islands to the west -

Rocky Islands and West Island near
Hopetoun, Red Islet, part of Fitzgerald
River National Park, and the Doubtful
Islands near Bremer Bay. We sighted a
total of612 geese on 75 ofthe Recherche
islands, plus four on Red Islet. Seven
were sighted during the mainland aerial
surveys and a further eightwere repolted
by the public on mainland farms. The
total seen, therefore,was 631. Incontrast
with John Dell's survey in 1991, no dead

geese were seen. We believe that we
missed very few geese in our survey and
that the total number ofRecherche Cape
Barren geese is close to the number
obtained by our census.

The number of Australian sea lions
sighted in the Archipelago was 1207,
and 1 759 New Zealand fur seals were
recorded. On islands to the west of
Esperance another l04sea lions and 246
fur seals were seen. Both species were
found breeding. Fur seal breeding
colonies were seen on Lybkie lsland,
Rug Rock, Salisbury Island and Seal Rock,
as well as on the Rocky Islands near
Hopetoun, and sea lions were found
breeding on several islands, including
one where they had not been seen
breeding before.

A total of 430 sooty oysteYcatchers
were counted. This is the second highest
count recorded from a single locality in
Australia, and shows that the Archipelago
is an important area for the species.

I The archipelago is a stronghold for the
I rare Australian sea lion. Here, a
I newbom puo, recognisable by its
almost black colouration, rests with its
mother.
Photo - Jiri lnchman

I Recherche Cape Barren geese are

I usually found in small groups of two
I to four birds.
Photo - John & Val Butler/Lochman
Transparencies
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IS 600 ENOUGH?

Now that we know that the total
number of geese is a little more than
600, what next? Is this a population size
that gives cause for concern? Should we
be recommending conservation action?

Six or seven hundred animals is not
a large number for any population. Draft
international criteria for judging the
conservation status of threatened species
suggest that any species with less than
I 000 adults should be considered
'vulnerable' to extinction and any species
with less than 250 mature individuals
should be considered'endanEered'.
However, it is also important to know
whether numbers are increasing or
decreasing.

The Recherche Cape Barren goose
does have a population size that would
sugEest it be considered 'vulnerable',

but not 'endangered'. But although we
now have a good census, we don't know
whether the population is increasing or
decreasing. Only further censuses will
tell us that.

We do know that many geese died in
the summer of 1990-91, and Bernie
Haberley's February 1992 survey
suggested further geese died that
summer. Weather records from
Esperance show that January and
February 1991 were very hot and dry.
Temperatures reached 44'C on 31
January and 47'C on 1 February, the
latter being the hottest day ever recorded
in Esperance. This heatwave caused
widespread death of native vegetation on
the south coast, and seems to have
affected goose numbers. This suggests
that the Recherche goose is subject to
occasional natural catastrophes. Similar
dry periods must have occurred in the
past without long-term ill effects. It
seems likely the geese are now recovering
from the recent hot dry summers and
either have returned, orwill return soon,
to their normal population levels. This
can only beconfirmed by a further count,
preferably in two or three years.

Had we found only three or four
hundred geese, it is likely we would be
seriously considering conservation
action. One possible action is captive
breeding. Between 1978 and 1982, the
Western Australian Department of
Agriculture's Poultry Branch showed thar
Cape Barren geese could be bred in

lTop: CALI4 botanist creg Keigh€ry
I examines drought-affected vegetation
I on Bellinger lsland during the 1991
Australian G€ographic Society
expedition,
Photo - Jiri Lochman

l,{bouer When moulting, Cape Barren
I Seese are unable to fly, making them
I easy prey to hungry explorers,
including the crew of Matthew Flinders'
Intestigator.
Photo - Jiri Lochman

captivity, although the birds' aggressive
territorial behaviour means that they
require careful management.

For the time being, however, this
sort of action does not seem warranted
for the Recherche Cape Barren goose -
other more threatened species have a
higher conservation priority.
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Wildfires are sgnonamous uith
W tem Australian summer' but uhat
can be done to lasen the threat to life
and propertg? Lachlan McCaw
discusses the problem on page 49,

Daisies belong to the Asteraceae
familg, one of the world's largest
families of llouering plants. Staanne
Curry presents some of them in
'Delightful Daisies' on page 41.
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Aborigines haue eked out a liuing in
the harsh Westem Desert region for
thousands of Uears. Their intimate
knowledge of the desert is helping
sciqntists leam more about its plants
and animak. See 'Agging Stick and
Desert Dwellers' on poge 10.

'Rainforests and Bats', on page 34, tells
the stora of the recent LANDSCOPE
Exoedition to the Mitchell Plateau.

Can images from space help locate
desert mammals? See 'From Buckshot
to Breakauags' on page 23-

ARBoR DAY POSTER COMPETITION .................. 46

Cape Barrm geese liue on the islands
and rocks of the Archipelago of
Recherche. A few geors ogo their
numbefi aryeared aery lou and their
suruiual uas in doubt. Houew\ a
recent surae| of the islands has
brought good news with a marked
incaease in the bfud's population.

The illustration is bU Philirya
Nikulinsky.
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